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ASUCD FEE BY ALLOCATION '22-23

- ASUCD: $3,415,000
- Unitrans: $2,654,000
- RTA: $861,000
- EDP: $207,000
- CAC: $52,000
ASUCD Base Fee Allocation '22-23

- Student Salaries: $1,634,339 (48%)
- Expenses: $1,432,679 (42%)
- Staff Salaries: $336,855 (10%)

Allocation of AS Funds Across UC

ASUCD funds areas such as:
- The Pantry
- Mental Health Conference
- Picnic Day
- Housing Week & Fair
- Scholarships
- Culture Days
- Club Finance Council
- Legal Services
- Aggie Aid
- 5-acre garden

% of Budget Paid by Fee Revenue:

- UC Davis
- UC Santa Cruz
- UC Berkeley
- UC Irvine
- UC Merced
- UC Riverside
- UC San Diego
- UC Santa Barbara

% of Budget paid by Fee
70% of ASUCD funds students wages or services.
Future Endeavors

- CoHo Expansion
- Bike Barn Renovation
- Safety investments for Silo Terminal
- Increase individual student wages and expand job opportunities
- Expand need based grant programs in collaboration with Aggie Compass
- Inclusive Fellowships
Est. in 1910, ASUCD continues to serve a growing and dynamic student body through

- job opportunities - 1600 hourly student positions
- leadership development
- growth development
- students serving students to solve problems and make a better UC Davis experience for all Aggies